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DNF Security’s High Performance IP Surveillance Solutions achieve
Genetec Certification
DNF Security works with Genetec to optimize intelligent IP server and video
management software (VMS) compatibility.

Hayward, CA – March 15, 2011 – DNF Security, the leading provider of
mission-critical IP surveillance solutions and a Dynamic Network Factory
(DNF) business unit announces that its line of intelligent IP server and
storage has been certified by top video management software (VMS)
provider Genetec.
DNF Security’s platforms have undergone through a series of extensive
testing with Genetec’s Omnicast VMS to ensure the highest in video
surveillance support and deployment. This integration of the DNF’s intelligent
IP server platform with Genetec’s advanced VMS users can expect a fully
robust security system that is designed to take on most mission-critical
surveillance requirements.
With multiple camera stream support, high-performance IP network,
advanced video analytics, and optimized for full RAID-controlled storage
capacities, DNF Security’s and Genetec’s solution compatibility will result in
enhanced video manageability, scalability, and performance.
“We are pleased to work with Genetec to fully align our IP technologies to
optimize the surveillance experience,” says Mo Tahmasebi, DNF Security’s
President and CEO. “With our open-platform stance, DNF will continue to
work with Genetec to provide our customers with open, flexible, and high
performing IP surveillance solutions that meet their growing security needs.”
For more information about DNF Security’s Genetec Certification, contact
DNF Security at (510) 265-1122 or visit us at ISC West 2011 (April 6 to 8,
2011), Booth #LB6.
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About DNF Security
DNF Security is a leading manufacturer of dependable, mission-critical video
surveillance solutions. As a subsidiary of innovative storage and server
manufacturer, Dynamic Network Factory (DNF), DNF Security leverages their
advanced technologies by creating video surveillance solutions designed to
handle the most complex video surveillance and physical security
environments. The company offers a comprehensive range of video
surveillance solutions including intelligent digital or hybrid video management
systems, video management engines, mobile surveillance systems, viewing
workstations, and scalable IP storage. In 2008, DNF Security was recognized
top industry publisher Security Sales & Integration (SSI) Magazine as the
“Top 30 Technology Innovator” of the year. With a focus on providing high
quality, scalable and cost-effective IP Surveillance solutions, DNF Security
continues to push the boundaries in the surveillance industry. For more
information, please visit www.DNFSecurity.com or www.DNFCorp.com.
###
Dynamic Network Factory, DNF, DNF Security, DNF Storage, CAVS and Video-lok are
trademarks of Dynamic Network Factory, Inc.
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